What are Program Learning Outcomes?
Program Learning Outcomes describe the knowledge, skills and the application of knowledge and skills, you will acquire through studying the Griffith program of your choice. They are benchmarked against the relevant Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) specification.

Why are Program Learning Outcomes Important?
Program Learning Outcomes are published to communicate to the community, future students, current students and graduates the value of the Griffith educational experience as benchmarked against national qualification standards.

How can I use Program Learning Outcomes?

Future students
- Review the program learning outcomes to check your goals for further learning are achievable by admission to your Griffith program of choice.
- Assess your personal circumstances (e.g. health conditions, disability, cultural or religious considerations) against the program’s learning outcomes to determine in consultation with University staff whether reasonable adjustments can be made for you to undertake your Griffith program of choice.
- Demonstrate your achievement of learning or acquisition of prior learning outcomes against the program’s learning outcomes for the award of credit towards the Griffith program of your choice at the appropriate AQF level.

Visit our Degree Finder site to learn more.

Current students
- Clarify your expectations of the learning required and the capabilities being developed in your Griffith program of study by using the program learning outcomes.
- Focus your study on the fundamental components of your program that all graduates are required to achieve as described in the program learning outcomes.
- Describe your acquisition and achievement of learning outcomes for the purpose of applying for credit, work integrated learning, service learning, mobility schemes, awards and scholarships against the program learning outcomes specified.

Visit our Programs and Courses site to learn more.

Alumni
- Assess the selection criteria for graduate positions against the program learning outcomes of your qualification to determine suitability.
- Organise your learning achievements (examples of learning activities, assessment tasks and outcomes) against the program learning outcomes for your qualification for the purpose of communicating your graduate skills to employers.
- Describe your acquisition and achievement of learning outcomes against the program learning outcomes specified for your Griffith qualification for the purpose of seeking admission and credit towards another qualification.

Visit our Alumni site to learn more.